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Data such as User IDs,
passwords, account numbers,
personal and business emails
and other sensitive information
sent through public Wi-Fi can be
easily intercepted by others on
the same network, potentially
leading to criminal activity.

Treat all public Wi-Fi locations as
a potential threat to your private
information. Consider using a
VPN (Virtual Private Network)
app to encrypt your data that
passes through public Wi-Fi.
Avoid using websites that
ultimately require you to enter
User ID, password and/or
financial data while on public
Wi-Fi. Turn Wi-Fi off and use
your device’s cellular connection
for sensitive transactions.

Ask your computer technician for
additional information and
resources.

Until Next Time...

The SWA Team

Have you noticed that packages are smaller at the grocery store? If so, you're
not alone. A majority of U.S. adults have noticed shrinkflation — products
shrinking in size while prices stay the same or increase. And about two out of
three are very or somewhat concerned about the trend.

Consumers were most likely to say they noticed shrinkflation with snack items,
followed by pantry items and frozen food. Shoppers also noticed it with meat,
bread, beverages, dairy, produce, and other items. Here's what consumers did
when they noticed shrinkflation.

Source: Morning Consult, August 29, 2022 (multiple responses allowed)
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Yours, Mine, and Ours: Financial Tips for Blended Families
Combining finances can be complicated for any
couple, but the challenges become more complex the
second time around, especially when children are
involved. Here are some ideas to consider if you are
already part of a blended family or looking forward to
combining households sometime soon.

Be Clear and Comprehensive
It's important to reveal all assets, income, and debts,
and discuss how these should be treated in your
combined family. A prenuptial agreement may seem
unromantic, but it could prevent acrimony and
misunderstanding if the marriage ends through divorce
or the death of a spouse. If you don't want a legal
agreement, have an open and honest discussion, and
lay all your cards on the table. It's not too late to clarify
the situation after you've tied the knot.

One of the most fundamental issues is where you and
your new spouse will live. It might be more convenient
— and perhaps better financially — to move into a
residence that one of you already owns. But couples in
a second marriage often report that moving into a new
home gives them a feeling of a fresh start, which could
have value that can't be measured financially.1

Create a blueprint for short-term and long-term
finances. Do you plan to combine bank accounts or
keep separate accounts, perhaps with a joint account
to pay shared expenses? To what accounts will each
of your salaries be deposited? Will one spouse help
pay off the other spouse's debts such as student
loans, auto loans, and credit cards? Research
suggests that remarried couples are generally happier
when they pool resources, but there are many
variations in how that might be carried out.2

Consider the Kids
Discuss how you plan to handle financial responsibility
for children from previous marriages versus any
children you have together. Are they going to be "your
kids, my kids, and our kids," or are they all "our kids"?
Being a stepparent and/or a divorced parent can be
complex emotionally, and there are no easy answers.
But there are some not-so-complex financial questions
you should address up front.

Be clear about alimony payments, child support, and
other financial responsibilities. For example, what is
each spouse's intention and/or legal obligation to pay
college tuition costs for children from a previous
marriage? Are there assets that one spouse wants to
reserve for the benefit of his or her children? Is the
other spouse willing to waive rights to those assets?

Communicating and planning with an ex-spouse is
essential if you share custody of children. Along with

responsibilities for everyday expenses, be sure you
understand and agree on other financial issues, such
as who will claim the child as a beneficiary on tax
returns, and who is the "custodial parent" for purposes
of financial aid applications. A beneficiary deduction
may be more valuable for a parent with higher
earnings, but a custodial parent with lower earnings
may enable a student to qualify for more financial aid.

I Do, I Do
Roughly two out of three Americans ages 15 and older have
been married at least once, and a substantial number have
been married more than once.

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2022 (2021 data)

Update Wills and Beneficiary Forms
Be sure that your will and all beneficiary forms reflect
your new situation and current wishes. A will can
designate heirs and facilitate distribution of assets
when an estate goes through the probate process.
However, the assets in most pension plans, qualified
retirement accounts, and life insurance policies convey
directly to the people named on the beneficiary forms —
even if they are different from those named in your will
— and are not subject to probate. By law, your current
spouse is the beneficiary of an ERISA-governed
retirement account such as a 401(k) plan. If you want
to designate an ex-spouse or children from a previous
marriage as account beneficiaries, you must obtain a
notarized waiver from your current spouse.

Blending families can be challenging on many levels.
Financial matters may be easier to deal with than
personal aspects as long as you take appropriate
steps to identify the issues and agree on your shared
financial goals.
1–2) American Psychological Association, August 23, 2019 (most current
information available)
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Diversifying with Market Caps
The U.S. stock market struggled in 2022, with the S&P
500 index ending the year down more 19.4%.1 The
S&P 500, which includes stocks of large U.S.
companies, is generally considered representative of
the U.S. stock market as a whole, and it is a good
benchmark for broad market performance. But there
are thousands of smaller companies, and many of
those held onto their stock value better during the
market conditions of 2022.

The S&P MidCap 400, which includes midsize
companies, ended the year down 14.5%, while the
S&P SmallCap 600, which includes smaller
companies, was down 17.4%.2 Although these were
losses, it was the first year since 2016 that midsize
and small companies outperformed large companies
(in this case, by having smaller losses). While large
companies have registered the highest average
annual returns over the last decade, midsize and small
companies have been stronger over longer periods
(see chart).

Extending Your Reach
As these trends demonstrate, companies of different
sizes tend to perform differently in response to market
conditions. This suggests that holding stocks in
companies of varied sizes could help diversify the
stock portion of your portfolio and allow you to pursue
a broader range of growth opportunities. Diversification
is a method to help manage risk; it does not guarantee
a profit or protect against investment loss.

The most convenient and comprehensive way to
diversify by size is through mutual funds or
exchange-traded funds that track indexes based on
market capitalization, calculated by multiplying the
number of outstanding shares by the price per share.
There is no standard classification system, but
Standard & Poor's indexes offer a helpful comparison
and are used as benchmarks for many funds.3

S&P 500: $14.6 billion or more

S&P MidCap 400: $3.7 billion to $14.6 billion

S&P SmallCap 600: $850 million to $3.7 billion

Russell indexes are also commonly used to construct
funds based on market capitalization. The Russell
1000 includes large and midsize companies, while the
Russell 2000 is a comprehensive small-cap index.
Actively managed funds focusing on market
capitalization typically include stocks chosen by the
fund manager rather than following an index.

Stability, Growth, and Volatility
Stocks of larger companies, or large caps, are
generally considered more stable than the stocks of
smaller companies, because their size can help them
weather rough economic times — as demonstrated by
their strong performance during the pandemic. Large

caps may provide solid long-term returns, but they
typically have lower growth potential, because they
have already experienced substantial growth. Many
large U.S. companies have heavy overseas exposure,
which makes them more sensitive to global economic
forces, one reason they struggled in 2022.

Performance in Three Sizes
Even with poor performance in 2022, large-cap stocks have
provided the highest returns over the last decade. However,
mid caps were the leader over the last 20- and 30-year
periods, with small caps not far behind.

Source: Refinitiv, 2023, for the period 12/31/2012 to 12/31/2022. Large-cap
stocks are represented by the S&P 500 Composite Total Return Index,
mid-cap stocks by the S&P 400 MidCap Total Return Index, and small-cap
stocks by the S&P 600 SmallCap Total Return Index. Expenses, fees,
charges, and taxes are not considered and would reduce the performance
shown if they were included. The performance of an unmanaged index is
not indicative of the performance of any particular investment. Individuals
cannot invest directly in an index. Rates of return will vary over time,
particularly for long-term investments. Actual results will vary.

Mid caps may have greater growth potential than large
caps, and midsize companies might react more nimbly
to changes in the business environment. Mid caps are
associated with higher risk and volatility than large
caps, but are considered more stable than small caps.

Small-cap stocks might offer the highest growth
potential of the three classifications, because they
have the furthest to grow and are more likely to react
quickly to market opportunities. However, they are
typically the most risky and volatile class of stocks.

The investment return and principal value of stocks,
mutual funds, and ETFs fluctuate with market
conditions. Shares, when sold, may be worth more or
less than their original cost.

Mutual funds and ETFs are sold by prospectus. Please
consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and
expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus,
which contains this and other information about the
investment company, can be obtained from your
financial professional. You should read the prospectus
carefully before investing.
1-3) S&P Dow Jones Indices, 2023
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A Mortgage Recast Is an Alternative to Refinancing

Prepared by Broadridge Investor Communication Solutions, Inc. Copyright 2023

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The information presented here is not specific to any individual's personal circumstances.

To the extent that this material concerns tax matters, it is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by law. Each taxpayer should seek independent advice from a tax professional based
on his or her individual circumstances.

These materials are provided for general information and educational purposes based upon publicly available information from sources
believed to be reliable—we cannot assure the accuracy or completeness of these materials. The information in these materials may change
at any time and without notice.

If you would like to reduce your monthly mortgage
payment without having to refinance, then you may
want to explore a mortgage recast. When you recast
your mortgage, you put money toward the principal
balance of your current home loan. Your mortgage
lender then recalculates (reamortizes) your loan based
on your new, lower balance, which reduces your
monthly payment. Your interest rate and the number of
years remaining on your loan stay the same. Here are
three scenarios where a mortgage recast might be
especially appealing.

• You have extra cash on hand, perhaps from a bonus
or an inheritance. It's sitting in a low-yield account.

• You are close to retirement or retired. You want to
keep your home but lower your monthly expenses.

• You bought a new home with a smaller down
payment than you intended because your old home
is still on the market. But once your old home sells,
the proceeds can be applied to your new mortgage
through a recast.

Refinancing your mortgage may be a better option if
your goal is to pay off your loan faster by shortening
the term, or if you want to lower your interest rate or
obtain cash. But if your objective is simply to lower
your monthly payment and save on interest charges,
then recasting your mortgage may be appropriate.

Recasting is generally simpler and less expensive than
refinancing because you're keeping the same
mortgage instead of applying for a new one. It doesn't
require an extensive application, a credit check, a new
appraisal, or closing costs, though you typically will
need to pay a processing fee.

Check with Your Lender
Not all mortgage lenders offer recasts, and some types
of loans, including FHA, VA, USDA, and certain jumbo
loans are not eligible for recasting. If you do qualify for
a recast, your lender will give you more details about
the process.

You may be able to recast once you've increased your
equity by making extra payments or by paying a lump
sum toward your mortgage balance. Minimums vary,
but the additional principal required may be as little as
$5,000. Of course, the more you put toward your
principal, the lower your future monthly mortgage
payment. If you are currently paying principal
mortgage insurance (PMI), putting a lump sum toward
your mortgage may help erase that, further lowering
your monthly payment.

One drawback of a mortgage recast is that it could tie
up money you might need later for other purposes. To
access your equity in the future, you may need to
refinance, take out a home equity loan, or even sell
your home.
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